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CHAPTER I

OVERVIEW OF INTERNSHIP REPORT
Introduction

With society's changing needs and priorities come calls for educational change
By this change, proponents do not solely mean what is termed in this province and in
others as 'reform.' What is also meant is the transformation of the traditional school into
one which is more effective, which beuer serves Ihe needs arits population and
community. which helps its students what they learn whal they want 10 know, but which
does it in a manner more suiled to their age and characteristics. Often, this is seen to be
accomplished through Ihe type of leadership pro....ided to the slaffand students by the
administrative team, or more specifically, Ihe principal, whose very personality, 3uitudes
and behavior are sometimes seen as the key 10 effective school change
If leadership is so very imponant 10 desired change. then it is valuable for all
educators to understand and suppon its essence. This repon examines the role of the
principal in school change. and is intended (0 shed light on the imponance of this
individual in responding to society's calls for transformation of our schools into
institutions which will better serve the needs of the next century
Throughout this repon, an attempt is made to integrate theory and practice. as I
endeavor to make sense of the study of educational leadership with its true practice in the
school. This repon consists of three chapters Chapter one presents an overview of the
repon and the internship experience. Chapter two is the research component, examining

the literarure penaining to school change. including its history, types of school change.
obstacles to school change. the change process., approaches to change, and the role of the
principal in initiating and implementing school change. Chapter three, which consists of a
personal journal. presents my own reflections on what was learned and experienced during
the internship period. Lastly, chapter four outlines conclusions that I have drawn from the
internship and the implications that they may have for administrators contemplating
change in their schools.
Rationale (or Internship Option
1chose the intemship to complete the requiremems for the Degree of Master of
Education (Educational Leadership). This route was selected 10 allow me to wone side by
side wilh administration in an analysis of administrative duties. thus providing practical
experience. Elliot!. Russell and Hackman (1999). on the topic of administrative
internships. state lhat -as a result of [the interns'] immersion into administration. students
learn practical application of classroom knowledge" (p, 2).
As a teacher aspiring to be promoted into an administrative position, the choice of

an intemship rather than a paper, portfolio. or thesis. was a logical one. I wished to gain
daily, practical experience in, and make in-depth observations of, the role of the
administrators of a junior high school. For many years. ( made Ihese observations from
the point of view ofa classroom teacher and depanmem head. and now wished to apply
the theory leamed in graduale courses to the administrative role
I had no experience as a high school administrator, but was a depanment head for

ten years before school reorganization in my district. From lhis experienu, my interest in
educational leadership

was born. I now wished to experience the role of administrator

from a first hand perspective.
The Intenuhip Seuin&
The setting chosen for the imemship was a junior high school The school has a
population of 400 students with 24 full time staff, including a full-time principal and a
vice-principal with some teaching duties, two pan-time staff, one secretary. and twO
student assistants
In the geographic region, with two high schools, this school was the only possible
choice for a teacher from the other high school. In addition, and more imponantly to my
research. this school has made notable progress and innovation in the area of school
change

o~·er

the past Ihret years since becoming a junior high school in the process of

education reform. The ~lIing allowed me

[Q

work with the school administration 10

obtain kno....1edge and information rdated to my research fOC\lsing on the principal

il5

instrumental in successful school change_ Secondly, I became cognizant of tile role of
many olher slaff members including the vice-principal in initialing and implementing these
changes.
Supervision or the Inlern
Field supervision was conducted throughout Ihe imemship by Ihe principal and
~;ce-principal

orthe school. The university supervisor, Dr. Jerome Delaney, and the field

supef\;sors engaged in discussions during the period of the internship. I was encouraged

by the continuing and consistent posilive feedback from all three supervisors. During my
internship, I engaged in many refltttive discussions with the administration ofthl: school.
as well

&S

many e-mail and telephone conversations with Dr. Delaney.

lottrnship Activities lad [,;pt:ritnc:es
My research focused in particular on the role of the principal in school change. In
addition, as a prospt(;tivt administrator, the internship allowed me to achieve praclical
experience in an administrative setting and to understand the role of the school
administration in the daily school routine. As a teacher in another school in the district, I
gained important knowledge in school policy and procedures and school board policies.
As a studenl of educational leadership. I had the opponunity to develop an understanding
oflhe difficulties ofimplememing successful school change. 10 develop leadership skills
through obsen..ation of the inleraction and cooperalion between administralion and stafT.
sludents. parents. and the general public. and to relate theoretical issues studied
throughoul the graduate program 10 practical setlings. Furthermore. I was able 10 confirm
my inlerest in pursuing lhis avenue 10 career advancemenl and to discern any skills and
capabililies that I may possess which would help me be successful as an administrator. In
this rural sening. I was further able to understand the community demands on the rural
principal. in addition to the expectations inherent in the job description of the school
principal
Specifically. the internship afforded me many diverse opportunities'
The initial week of the internship was spenl developing a working relationship wilh

the staff' and administration of the school, and to make myself known to the
students. The administration introduced me to staff members and had explained
the purpose of my placement prior to my arrival. I then proceeded to speak
individually with teachers in order to explain the reason for my placement at the
school.

t accompanied the principal and vice-principal as they progressed through the day
This helped me to become aware of the many roles and responsibilities of the
administrators and to observe how the administrators effectively deal with the daily
situations that arise. Attention focused especially on time tabling, student
discipline. planning of staff meetings. evaluation, staff allotment. school identity
and culture, and school change. Other areas of focus included decision-making,
performance appraisals. and staff morale. I proposed questions for, and observed
(without participating in), staffing interviews for a new French teacher.
I attended all monthly meetings and many emergency meetings which arose.
Through these meetings I became further aware of the concerns common to the
junior high school setting. [ focused on the approaches taken to cooperatively
and collaboratively solve problems. I also auended school council and school
growth meetings, to observe the administrators' roles in these activities and the
team dynamics at play in these varied senings
I reviewed the Schools Act (1997) and the school and board handbooks in order
to become familiar with the ....arious policies in place. discussed with the

administration the effect that these policies have on the various school groups and
how follow-up action is taken on these policies. Procedures followed to set
policies were also discussed and observed.
5.

Extensive conversations ·;Jere conducted with the administrators, focusing on the
need for positive school change for both staff members and students. Discussions
focused on how positive change can be implemented, the effect of school culture
on successful school change, and the role of administrators, teachers. staff and
students in this process. The role ofa guiding school mission or philosophy in
school change was also discussed. All oflhese topics were discussed, observed
and analyzed in the context of effective leadership.
Discussions with staff members centered on discipline issues. curriculum concerns,
and standards

7.

My observations also focused on the imponance of open lines of communication
with all groups within the school and within the school district. with students and
with parents, and how the administrators acted to ensure this open communication

8.

I prepared the final exam schedule and teacher supervision schedule, and made
revisions to the schoo! calendar, the school handbook. and student agenda for the
following school year.
Through interactions with the staff. I became aware of the differences in. and
possible advantages of. the female administrator as compared to the male
counterpan

10.

1 was involved in a number of unanticipated activities as part of the imemship
process. These unforeseen activities served as evidence of the unpredictable nature
of educational administration and demonstrated the need for time management and
leadership skills on the pan of the administrators.

II

l kept a bi-weekly journal as a way of reflecting upon my experiences and
observations. This journal served as a basis for a critical reflection on the
internship at the end of the ten-week placemem. The choice of writing these
reflections bi-weekly instead of weekly was a deliberate one; more time was
required and desired to observe and reflect upon the longer-range consequences of
some actions and decisions than a weekly journal would permit
Self-evaluation
During my imernship. my primary goal was to acquire practical experience which

would assist me in becoming an effective leader. I was able to gain a clearer
understanding of the 'middle school philosophy' of this staff, while at the same time
conducting my personal research into the role of the principal in effective school change
To assess the success of my imernship in meeting my goals, I kept a chronological journal
of my experiences. obser....ations and reflections. Frequent discussions with Dr. Delaney,
the principal. vice-principal. secretary and other staff members were invaluable in gaining
insight and in evaluating these experiences.

Researcb Component
A literature review prior to the commencement of my internship set the stage for
my research into the role of the principal in school change. Specifically, an examination of
the literature revealed the history and progression of thinking on school change, and the
role and conducive characteristics of the school principal in this change. Given the current
societal and political call for school change, understanding how the principal could inspire
such change will be an asset to a teacher aspiring to an administrator's position. As a
teacher, this understanding may help to clarity the teacher's ability to assist the principal in
attempts 10 initiate changes

Limit:lltions of the Report
The personal reflections contained in chapter three are of a subjective and informal
nalUre. As such they may be colored by my own past e.'(periences and opinions, and in no
way are intended to make generalized statements pertaining to school settings in this, or
any other, locale.
In addition. as understood at the outset, my participation in cellain situations
during my intemship made me privy 10 information of a sensitive nature. To prOtect the
identity of the participants in these situations, and in the interests of confidentiality and
anonymity, cemin identities have been concealed and certain incidents omitted totally
from this repoll. Nor could the authenticity of eve I)' situation be assured. since, due to
the artificiality of my presence, certain behaviors. attitudes and actions of some
participants may have been influenced. In spite of these limitations. the true value of the

insights and experience gained through the internship itself was immeasurable.

Summary
This chapter has outlined the rationale for choosing the internship option, and the
activities in which I participated as an administrative intern. As well, I have indicated the
process whereby evaluation of my experiences took place, and suggested a basis in
literature for the focus of my internship, the role of the principal in school change. An
indication of possible limitations of my study was also given, as well as a brief outline of
the remaining chapters of the report
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CHAPTER TWO
THE ROLE OF mE PRINCIPAL IN SCHOOL CHANGE

Everylhillg mllSl change 01 olle rime or Olio/her or else a static society wiIJ evo/w.
• Anonymousjirsr.year university studem 011 all English language proficiency lest.
(ciled ill Fill/an, 199J, p. 3).

Introduction
The current emphasis on school change has evolved from similar calls for refonn in
the 19705 and 19805, when suggestions made by tne effective schools movement led to
changes with specified and agreed-on purposes and in precise practices. In this case,

control-oriented leadership strategies proved highly successful. Conversely, the pUflloSCS
orthe current period of change are nm as dear, and for that reason, commitment-oriented.
rather than control-oriented, leadership strategies are necessary (Leilhwood, Jantzi, &
Steinbach, 1999). As suggested by Fullan (1991), "ten years ago we 'studied
innovations;' today, we are ·doing refonn'" (p. xiii). This suggeSIS a shift from passive
observation to active panicipation, from a narrow perspective to a comprehensiveness of
solution (Fullan. 1991) A more creative and open approach to change is called for since
"il is not possible 10 solve 'the change problem.' but we can learn to live with it more
proactively and more productively" (Fullan, 1993, p. vii)
System-wide change can originate from many sources, including government.
Individual school changes. however, can emanate from Ihe local school board or from the

II

school itself, either in limes of crisis or out of a need for greater efficacy (Mortimore,
1998). Salisbury and COMOrs (1990) posit that organizations art motivued 10 change

when nor changing is more costly than changing (Cano, Wood. &: Simmons. 1998).
Runkel. and Schmuck (ciled in Owens. 1998) insist thaI readiness for change is also
important.

Hislory of Educalional Change
Many educators cite the Soviet launch of Sputnik as the rebirth o(inlerest in
education and ils possibilities and responsibilities. Fullan (1991) divides the ensuing forty-

year joumey toward ··change" in four stages. The 19605 were characterized by the
adoption of curricular changes and student-centered instruction. Fullan calls 197010 1977
the period ofimplementllion failure. defined by change for change sake without follow·
through. Implemenration success marked 197810 1982. during which time research and
practice. school improvement. effei:tive schools. staff development and leadership were
highlighted. According to Fullan. the succeeding phase. which we are now e.''tpe:riencing.
could be entitled intensification versus restructuring. the fonner keynoting curriculum.
textbooks. standardized tests. reaching and administrative methods. evaluation and
monitoring. or fhl! how alld ...,h.\' of fl!ochillg, and the latter emphasizing site-based
management. rhe enhanced role of teachers. mulriple innovations, collaborative work
cultures. reorganized leacher educarion. menroring and coaching, and a shared mission
among all educational levels
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Types oCChance

Researchers have K1entified two basic types ofcl\aoge: i"cremelJla/ chimge
(Hopkins, Ainscow, &. West, 1994), or organizational drift (Owens, 1998). which occurs
in a subtle, unplanned. gradual manner in any organiution characterized dominantly by
change. andplQlIl1edchange (Full.n. 1991; Hopkins et .1.), or iMovation, which is
planned, novel and deliberate (Owens). In the case of planned change, one breaks with
fonner practices to establish new priorities which will help the organization achieve

existing goa!s more effectively, or 10 achieve new goals. Owens suggests that only the
latter leads

10

real organizational change. Fullan fUnher suggests thai today's idea of

planned change includes the notion of adaptability, that we must "get good al change" (p
xiii), knowing when
know how

(0 co~

10

pursue and implement, or rejea. cenain change possibilities. and to

\.\ith policies and programs that are dictated

10

us.

Obu:ad6 10 Change

Any change must have impact at the classroom level to be meaningful. and
therefore ultimately involves changes in individualteacher's practices (Hopkins et al..
1994). This very individual transition is often considered threatening. and thus encounters
resistance. This resistance typically occurs when one's basic work needs are threatened.
such as one's need for clear tKpectations. for future cenainty. for social imeraction. for
control over one' s work environment a!'ld work events (Sergiovanni. 1991). all of which
vary greatly among individuals. Fullan (J99 t) adds that "changes in beliefs are even more
difficult; Ihey challenge the core values hdd by individuals regarding the purposes of

13

education'" (p. 42), complicated by the fact that these beliefs are often unspoken and not
clearly understood.
The agenda for change is further compounded by Ihe knowledge thai educational

change is inherently difficult because of the isolation of teachers, the unpredictability of
interpersonal relations between administrators. teachers and students, and the
interdependence of schools within Ihe entire educalional system (Sergiovanni. 1991).
School boards often discourage the introduction of initiatives which. ifsuccessful. may be
expensively desired by other schools in the area where they may not be successful due to
the unique sening and culture present in each school (Lortie. 1988), Fullan (1991) further
suggests the vagueness of school change goals, the lack of incentives to change, and the
false belief thai change has already successfully happened as deterrents to change. He
further advances that "it isn'l that people resist change as much as they don't know how
to cope with if' (p xiv), and that the neglect of the phenomenology of change, orthe
r-=aJization that how people experience change is different from how it was intended. is at
the heart of the lack of success of most propositions for change, In addition. Hopkins et
at (1994) propose that not all change is good, as in times of refonn or 'innovation
overload,' and therefore the timing of the introduction of innovations must be carefully
chosen to counter any natural resistance
Principals are among those who do not always throw themselves wholeheanedly
into the change process Fullan (1982) suggests that pressure to maintain stability and to
run an orderly school. in addition to keeping the staff happy, does lillie 10 invoke
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enthusiasm for change among principals. Funhermore, lack of incentives to introduce
changes in a system that has seen the principals themselves succeed. in which eighty·eighl
percent oflhem were satisfied with their previous classroom careers, and who were
perhaps chosen as principals because they represented the norm, do not advance the
change agenda (Lonie, 1988), Moreover. Lortie suggests lhal mosl principals have not

experienced diversity, having been educated and employed in one single geographic
region. Most have little opportunity to observe change in other settings, and have been
mentored by other principals who, because of similar circumstances, have done liule
themselves to pursue change. Fearful of negative evaluations if Ihe staffis unhappy or if
change is unsuccessful, and lacking school improvement team and school council support,
many principals accept to maintain the status quo (Lortie).
Interestingly, Fullan (1991) cites research that shows that principals who are the
most committed to change are often the least successful in implementing it. The irony of
this cannOl be lost in a system in which there are few principals courageous enough to
actively pursue and support change (Fullan, 1992; Lortie, 1988), since, for principals,
chanlle is difficult because it is riddled with dilemmas, ambivalences, and
paradoxes. It combines steps that seemingly do not go together: to have clear
vision and be open·minded; to take initiative and empower others: to provide
support and pressure; to start small and think big; to expect results and be patient
and persistent; to have a plan and be flexible; to use top·down and bottom·up
strategies; to experience uncertainty and satisfaction. Educational change is above
all a very personal experience in a social. but often impersonal. setting. (Fullan,
1991, p. 350).
In spite of resistance to change, Fullan (1991) categorically states. "it is nOl as if

15

we have a choice whether to change or not. Demands for change will always be with us in

complex societies; the only fruitful way ahead is to carve OUI our own niche of renewal
and build on it" (p. xiv). Therefore. "the new mind-set is to exploit change before it
victimizes us" (p. 345).
The Change Process
"School improwmelll? Oh. we're not doing that this year. We did thaI last year. ..
- Ow!rheard ill a Newfollndland secondary school staffroom.
Fullan (199\) suggesls that as much attention must be paid to the process of
change as to ils content, stating that "change is a process, not an event" (p. 49). Telford
(1996) concurs that ignoring the processes of change destines an initiative to failure It
must also be remembered that "change is ajoumey, nOI a blueprint" (Fullan, 1993, p. 21),
implying that change is non-linear, uncenain. exciting and difficult. Owens (1998)
suggests that effective change cannot be imposed on a staff, suggesting that schools will
intuitively create a method by which emerging problems are sensed and identified, goals,
priorilies and objectives are established, valid, alternative solUlions are generated, and
selected alternatives are implemented. Fullan (1991) agrees that change finds a basis in
shared meaning. quoting Marris that "any inno\·ation 'cannot be implemented unless its
meDlI/lIg

is shared' " (p. 31, emphasis by Fullan). These shared capabilities. meanings and

processes may be used by a group as the launching point for school change.
Fullan (1991) suggests a four-stage change process, including initiation,
implementation. continuation. and OUlcome. He proposes that these stages are not linear.

16
that each stage may be revisited after the successive stage has ~n as eva.lualion and

revision ofinitialives occur. Funhennore. FuiJan offen four insights into change; what is
needed is active initiation and panicipalion by governing groups. posilM pressure and
support, changes in behavior leading naturally to changes in beliefs. and ownership oftke
entire process in onc's clarity, skill and commitment. Although a lime..consuming and
work·inlcnsive process, "ideas acquired wilh ease are discarded with ease" (Pascale, 1990.
ciled in Fullan, 1993, p. 13), and Ihus attention to the process is crilieal for enduring
change.
Approaches to Change
School change often involves changes in structure and organization of the school.
such

itS

lime labling and working groups. new or addilional teaching materials. new

knowledge. new beha\'iors and teaching styles. and changes in b~liefs and

valu~s ofsom~

teachers (Hopkins et a!.. 1994). Fullan (1991). as w~1I as Leithwood. Jantzi. and
St~inbach

(1999).

sugg;~sts

that school changes fall into two cat~gories.

as chang~s in cor~ technology.
made to

th~

standard

op~rating

I~aming

and

t~aching.

first-ord~r.

such

and second-order. including changes

procedure ofth~ school. such as time tabling; or length of

the school day Exclusive focus on first-order changes has been the cause of many past
failur~s

of school change:

s~cond-order

changes are essential in ord~r for first-order

changes to succeed (Leithwood, Jantzi.& Steinbach)
Bennis. Benne. and Chin (1969) instead define three approaches to chang~
(Hopkins et aI.• 1994)

Th~

power-

cocrciv~

approach is direct. legalistic, authoritarian.
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and involves predominantly one-way communication in a lop·down fashion. The rationalempirical approach to change is based on expenise, aimed at reason and intellect, and
characterized by the proliferation of books, advenisemenls, lectures, and. again. one-way
communication. The normative-reeducative approach. conversely, emphasizes changes to
attitudes, nonns, opinions, group work, and uses primarily two·way, interpersonal
communication. Owens (1998) suggests that these priorities are instrumental for the
essential improvement of school culture in the face of, and in preparation for. change. A
more open culture. as opposed to a more closed one characterized by low interpersonal

communication and lack of shared goals. is more conducive to adaptability and more
responsive to change (Owens). Changes in altitudes are, however. as suggested by Hersey
and Blanchard (1977), very difficult to accomplish, followed in degree of difficulty by
changes in behaviors. and in group and organizational performance changes (Owens)
These difficulties reinforce lhe reality of the obstacles faced by Slaffs, and indeed by the
education system in general, when attempting to implement change. Fullan (1991)
suggests that "in order to get beller at change. we mUSI practice it on purpose" (p. 350).
Implicalions ror Lt;llden
Hopkins et al. (1994) indicate that initiators of change must acceplthat change
takes time, but will, as suggested by Owens (1998), slabilize over lime, "when new, more
efficient levels of performance can be maintained without coercion and without continuous
expenditure of administrative energy and vigilance·' (p. J 16). Leaders must also
understand Ihat multiple perspectives on proposals for innovations are healthy, not
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destructive as often considered, and thai resistance is natural. In addition. leaders and
school board officials must invest in schools and teachers. the latter being a great,
untapped resource in educational change (Hoplcins et aI.• 1994). "The knowledge ~ed
to plan and carry out change in schools is possessed by people in the schools Ihemselves~

(Owens, p. 303).

In any case. as pointed out by Telford (1996), "change is

developmental. and lakes place over time and is implemented by individual people who

will only take it on board at their own pace. (Some will never do so.)" (p. 131).
The Role orehe Principal in School Change
The theories of Owens (1998) and Hopkins et al. (1994) seem to suggesllhe
imponance ofa cenualizing force in coordinating school change In many schools, chis
force is the principal. In others. it is a siaff member empowered by the principal and staff
to lead the way. In either case, it cannot be contested lhat the principal plays a key role in
ensuring Ihe success of school change. Fullan (1982), ciling Berman and Mclaughlin
(1977). states Ihallhe principal's actions more than his words. carT)' the message as to
whelher chan!!e is 10 be taken seriously. Schmoker (1997) suggests. in faet, Ihal "Ihere is
a ..inual one-to-one correspondence between leadenhip and measurable success" in goaloriented effortS (Hargreaves. 1997, p. 145) FulJan (1992) concurs Ihat principals are key
figures in blocking or promoting change. In addition, "il would probably be impossible for
school-wide change to occur if the person who sils in the principal's chair wished to block
il" (Maehr & Midgley, 1996) InSlead. Bennan and McLaughlin state that "projects
having Ihe aC/ll~ suppon of the principal (are] most likely 10 fare well" (Fullan. 1992, p.
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82, original mlphasis). Such suppa" must be sincere; symbolic changes adopted for
personal or political reasons, to appease community pressure, 10 appear innovative. or to
gain more resources. is not real change (Fullan, 1991).
Actions and Bebavion oCPrincipals

This being the case. it is logical to assume that cenain actions and characteristics
of these principals could encourage, or conversely, discourage the process of school

change. A democratic approach to leadership, which includes a panicipalive inclusion of
the staffin decision-making, has been suggested as an imponam element in building
shared vision and goals throughout the school (Trafford, 1997), as are administrative
presence, interest, and feedback (Schmoker. 1997). Initiation. experience. and assessment
of panicular situations. along with a knowledge of the change process. are essential
(Fullan. 1991). Bailey (1999) adds the ability to aniculate a mission. to encourage staff to
believe in their own capabilities. to create conditions for staff to work together. and to
pro..ide opponunities for reOection and discourse with colleagues as necessary to the
change process. As agents of change. principals Ytould develop professional relations
with slaffmembers and demonstrate continuity of vision and purpose (Smith. 1999).
Brown (1993) suggests thai principals leading the path to effective change should be
problem-solvers. administrative decision-makers. team players. vision builders. change
instigators, power sharers. and. perhaps most imponant. staff facilitators. Facilitative
actions of the principal include ··slrong leadership which nunures and guides change.
usage ofJeaming as a dri..ing force in change. [and) assisting those experiencing change to
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bridge the chasm between tMory and practice" (Shutt & McKinnon, 1995. p.II), whereas

intuoiting behaviors include forcing change, controlling beha..ior, hidden agendas and
dependence on quick fixes (Smge, cited in O'Neil. 1995; Shute & McKiMOn, 1995).
Cnaling. Posilive Cullurt ror Change
Creating a strong suppon culture for change is inSlrumental (Shute & McKiMOn.
1995), since the change agenda requires cultural changes in the classrooms. the school, the
districts, and the universities (Fullan, (991). As suggested by Leithwood and Jantzi
(1990). principals working for effective school change have been shown to strengthen the

school's improvement culture by using a variety of mechanisms. These include effans to
stimulate and reinforce cultural change. foster staff development. communicate frequently
with

th~

olh~rs,

slalf aboul cuhural norms, values and

and use symbols to

change in school

chang~

~xpr~ss cuhural

beli~fs,

share

pow~r

values (FuJlan, 1992).

and responsibility with

Th~ rol~

ofcuhural

cannot be over-emphasized. Discussing school impro"'emem,

FuJlan states calegorically tlut "the role of the principal is nOI in implememing innovalions
or

ev~n

in instructional leadership for specific classrooms.

The larger goal is

transforming the culture oflhe school. . The principal as collaboralive leader is the key .
.. (p.82).

Fullan (1991) suggests that
chang~

requires intensive action sustained over several years to mak~ it possible both
physically and anitudinaJly for teach~rs to work naturally logeth~r injoim planning,
observation of ~ach other's practice, and seeking. tesling, and revising t~aching strategies
on a cominuous basis (p. xiii).
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It is the principal who must provide these opportunities, Leithwood, Dart. Jantzi. and

Steinbach (1993) suggest that by clarifying the school's vision for teacher collaboration
and for the care and respect of students, and by sharing with the staff norms of excellence
for both staff and students, the principal plays a primary role in moditying school cuhure
fOT

change (Cano, Wood, & Simmons, 1998). Telford (1996), citing Fullan (1988),

Leithwood and Jantzi (1990), and Fullan and Hargreaves (1991), also emphasizes a
collaborative cuhure as the key to successful and enduring school transformation.
Nias, Southworth and Yeomans (1989) summarize the leader's contribution to

school culture, staling that "headteachers were the significant ligures: all other leaders
were dependent on them. They provided their schools with a mission based on their
educational beliefs, which in tum. helped to develop or sustain schools' culture" (Fullan.
1993. p. 7])
Administrative SUPP0r1 for Ch;tnge

Hall and Hord (1987), cited in Fullan (1992), posit that, instead of responders or
managers, principals should be initiators, with clear. decisive, long.term policies and goals
that include implementation of current innovations. but who transcend this function to
introduce new ideas and build common vision. "Planned change, school improvement,
effective schools and staff development all bear the mark of the principal as central for
leading and supporting change" (Fullan. p 82)
Administrators must also support change with funding, time, discipline. personnel.
opportunities to develop collaborative school atmosphere, empowerment, building of a
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common vision and mission stalement, and boltOOHlP leadership (leithwooc1. Jantzi, &
Steinbach, 1999; Senge, cited in O'Neil. 1995). Fullan (1993) states Ihat ~neither

centralization nor decentralization works" (p. 22) and thus both top-down and bottom-up
approaches are netessary. The principal, as primary change facilitator with the key role in
planning, providing leadership for change, and inspiring adoption and implementation of

goals, also requires a team-oriented approach and a comprcnensive view of identified
problems (Sergiovanni. 1991). "The school is the cenler of change. and that is where
focus. coherence. and consistency must be forged. And that is why the principal is so
central 10 successrulschool improvement and reform" (Fullan. 1992, p. 96).

One orthe principal's prime administrative responsibilities in Ihe change process is

the broadening oflhe school's leadership capacity, empowering staff members

[0

take on

the role of mentor. peer coach. curriculum resource liaison, depanment head. schoolbased planning commiuec member (Fullan. 199]), or. in the case oflhis province. school
council member or school improvement learn member.

"El'ef}'

person is a change

agent~

(Fullan, p. 22, emphasis added).
Professionalleaming opponunities must also ~ provided to the staffby the
principal during the change process Professional development "is a learning habit that
permeates everything we do. I! is nOI enough to be exposed to new ideas. We have 10
know where new ideas fit. and we have to become skilled in them. not just like them"
(Fullan. 1993, p. 16). Block (1987), cited in FuJlan. states that the goal of professional
development or learning is "(to learn) as much as you can about the activity you are
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mgaged in. There's pride and satisfaction in undemanding your function better than
anybody else and better than you thought possiblc"(p. 16). Rosenhotu (1989) suggests
that teachers in schools characterized by leaming.enriched environments are more

confident and morc able to cope with change (FuUan). Senge, cited in Fullan. asserts that
in order to be effective at change. mastery is essential. Principals understanding this need

"[are] habitual learners themselves. valu[ingJ1eaming, and

growth of olhers. panicularly to thai of their colleagues

willing to contribute to the

. They actively suppon. the

interests of staff and respond to theirconcems by recommending courses, other ~hools to
visit. people 10 talk to or appropriate reading. They initiate developmems themselves and
support the initiatives taken by others" (Nias. Southworth & Campbell, 1992, cited in
Fullan. 1993, p. 64). In other words, principals with a change agenda recognize the
nei:e5sity of professional de\'elopmem to the success of such effons_ By transforming
their school into a learning organization for all involved (Senge. 1990. in O'Neil. 1995),
principals equip their staff' to initiate new ideas and to implement them efficiently and
successfully.
Open communication is another essential element. As suggested by Fullan( 1992),
not only should principals talk whh their statTs to assess and express their views on
change. but Barth (1990), cited in Fullan, suggests that "if the teacher-principal
relationship can be characterized as helpful. supponive, trusting. revealing of craft
knowledge. so too will others

. The relation between teacher and principal seems to

have an extraordinary amplifying effect. It models what all relations will be" (p. 96,
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original emphasis). Therefore, trust is also necessary. foster~ by personal principles.
values and beliefs. and being kind. pleasant. cheerful. patient. thoughtful. friendly,
approachable, flexible, humourous. and by accepting failure with dignity (Cano el aI.•
1998). Beare. Caldwell and Millikan (1989) propose that the leader. regardless ofms or
her gender. should also demonstrate both traditional/emil/i"t' and masculine leadership
qualities. caring about and responding to the personal needs arlhe staff, while at Ihe same
lime. inspiring competition and structural organization (Hopkins el al .. 1994)

TransformJltionalleadenhip and Motivation (or School Change

Many of these suggested behaviors, attitudes and charactclistics ofleaders of
successful change correspond ....ith accepted definitions of transformational leadership.
VanderSloep, Anderman. and Midgley (1994), cited in Maehr and Midgley (1996),
suggest that in many cases, lransformationalleadership and venturesomeness on the part
ofthosc in leadership roles are

n~ed,

Bums (1978) defined this 'new' form of

leadership as being exercised "when persons with certain motives and purposes mobilize
resources, so as to arouse and satisfy the mOlives of followers" (Sergiovanni. 1991, p.
125). Transformational leadership. as opposed 10 Iransactional. "focuses on higher-order.
more intrinsic, and ultimately moral motives and needs" (Sergiovanni. p. 125). In doing.
so. Bums (1978) suggestS that leaders and followers elevate one another to higher levels
of morality and motivation. Sergiovanni calls this 'leadership by building' and 'leadership
by bonding ,
Transformational leaders increase staffs' commitment to change by appealing to
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their self.concept, and increasing the prominence of certain identities and values to the
organizational vision and mission (Leithwood, Menzies. & Jantzi, 1994). Frequently

quoted dimensions oftransfonnationalleadership (e.g. Beare, Caldwell, & Millikan, 1989,
cited in Hopkins el ai., 1994; Leilhwood, Jantzi. & Steinbach, 1999) contribute 10 the

success of school change. These behaviors include fostering the acceptance of group
goals, providing an appropriate model. high performance expectations, providing
individualized support, providing intellectual stimulation, using contingent rewards, and
practicing management-by-exception. Perhaps most important, a transformational leader
identifies and fosters a vision Senge (cited in Jacobowitz & Michelli, 1999), describes
vision in the following way:
A shared vision is not an idea It is not even an important idea such as freedom. It
is rather a force in people's hearts.
Few, if any. forces in human affairs are as
powerful as a shared ~'ision (p. 233).
Combined with charismatic leadership style, often considered to be conducive to
transfonnationalleadership. these behaviors are likely to create a positive sense of success
and accomplishment, and inspire colleagues to exert extra effort, since the staff perceives
the leaders to possess valuable experience. and 10 be visionary in a crisis (Leithwood.
Jantzi. & Steinbach, 1999) Charismatic leaders are said to possess excellent
communication skills, to inspire truSt. to make team members feel capable, to be energy
and action oriented, 10 use unconventional strategies, to have minimum internal conflict,
and to be emotionally expressive and warm (DuBrin, 1998). Studies by Koh (1990).
Leithwood. Dart, Jantzi. and Steinbach (1993). Skalbeck (1991) and Smith (1989) show
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that under charismatic tnd tnnsfonnationalleadership, improvements are seen in morale.

behaviors and attitudes. satisfaction, living up to centra! expectalions, and perhaps most
imponant in this discussion, commitment to change (Leilhwood. Jantzi. & Steinbach.,
1999).
Summary

This chapler has provided a theoretical framework for the focus of the internship
on the role of the principal in school change. Outlined in the chapter are predominant

thoughts on Ihe history of school change. types of change and obstacles to it, the change
process, approaches 10 change. and the role orand implications for principals in school
change.
In spile of the anemian to the role during the paSllwenty years, 'principals as
dynamic change agents arc still empirically rare" (Fullan. 1992. p. 82) Knowledge of the
reasons for school change. the approaches and obstacles to successful change. and the role
that Ihe administrator can play in such change would permit. and possibly encourage more
administrators to lake Ihe risk ofinitiating change. This internship has provided an
opportunity to work with and observe a principal who ~ms to have successfully inspired
and maimained change in his school. and to gain understanding into the process of change
and ils various effects on staff. students. and the school environment
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CHAPTER]
INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCES: A CRITICAL REfLECTIVE JOURNAL
Introdu(t~D

Sergiovanni (1991) states that reflection is the key to self-evaluation and
improvement. To this end. I kept a chronological, reflective. and criticaljoumal crmy

experiences as an intern. The bi-weekly journal presented in this chapler has permitted me
to constructively analyze my activities and observations as an administrative intern and to
identify personal areas of weakness and strength. as well as to collate and understand my
observations of the role of the principal in school change in this progressive school. In
addition. it has proven to be an effective means of evaluating how successful I have b«n
in meeting my stated goals and

objecli~.

The journal presented below is presented in ils original fonn and consists of
activities and reflections recorded as they were completed. This is reflected by use of the
present tense in the \looTltings.

CHRONOLOGICAL JOURNAL
Wedu 1 and 2
During the first rwo weeks of my internship at lhis intermediate (or, as the
principal prefers to call it, middle) school, I have been warmly welcomed by the
administralOrs and staff of the school. During Ihese twO weeks, I have worked primarily
with the vice.principal rather rhan rhe principal, as this seems a logical place to stan in
familiarizing myself with rhe roles of each player in rhe administration. and in getting a fed
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for the day-to-day operations of the school. The various routines and practices of this
schoo~

however. arc somewhat unique to this setting. and do not necessarily represem

toose of other schools aflhis or any other level or locale. In this time, I have disce~
that in this school. the principal seems to deal primarily with the tcachers'. the board's and

the public's concems and needs, while the vice-principal is primarily involved with student
issues. I think thai this is fairly typical of the organization of many administrative tcams.
Of course. there is r.o definitive line dividing the responsibilities ofadministtators. with

both becoming involved in situations as they arise. Since I am at the moment shadowing
the vice-principal, I have spent much ormy lime observing various approaches to dealing
with students. from their personal concerns to discipline issues offirst time and repeal.
even chronic. offenders. llhink that these approaches will enrich my personal repenoire
of student-centered approaches in Ihe classroom as well as in any potenlial administrative
position in lhe future I have also attended two parent conferences and been involved as
a!" nbserver in follow-up actions involving students and leachers.
Imerestingly. on IWO separate occasions. Ihe principal and vice-principal have
noted that lhe school is missing a female presence on the adminisuative team. This
corresponds to literature I have read concerning the differences in. and often times.
advamages of. female administralOrs (see Hopkins el al.. 1994). I do consciously try to
show Ihe listening. caring side of adminisIration in the dealings I have had with staff"
members and sludems. panicularly when they are upset. although I realize Ihat a downside
Oflhis may be more difficullY wilh student discipline. esp«ially at first. ifstudents
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perceive me as vulnerable. These differences and difficulties may emerge as a minor theme
in my internship.
I have deliberately staned to do corridor duty before the morning and afternoon
sessions, and at recess time. Not only do I feel that an extra teacher on duty would be an
asset, but that by doing this duty I am establishing my presence with the students here at
the school as an individual with a cenain, albeit limited, authority_ I also help to do lunch

dUly once a week, and find thaI more and more staff and students are approaching me for
my assistance and opinion.
At the moment, as mainly an observer of the process, 1 am very aware of the
demands on the administrative team's time and energy, and sincerely hope that. as time
goes on, I will become an asset to the team and

[0

the schoo1. Since I already know Ihe

slaffand the vice- principal fairly well, and am quickly getting 10 know the principal, I feel
that I will be able to accomplish this goal. In Ihe next few weeks, the scheduling for next
year, as well as the final exam and exam supervision schedules will have to be finished, and
I am hoping 10 use my past experience with these processes to help to compJele these
tasks. The principal has also asked me to accompany him into some classes of
probationary and replacement French teachers, in order to observe and give feedback on
curriculum matters as he completes teacher appraisals
Discussions with the vice-principal have dealt mainly with the day-to-day running
of the school. Both the principal and vice-principal, as well as cenain staff members. have
expressed their interest in the internship as a fairly new element of the Master of

)0

Education Program at Memorial University, commenting on the value of the experience to
a potential administrator. Discussions with the principal have revolved around more

philosophical maners. such as staffing. school change. empowerment, the necessity of
knowing your slatrs weaknesses and strengths. both individually and collectively,

management, performance appraisals. teaching slyles, standards. supervision duties. and
time tabling. I have had the opponunity in my second week 10 help in time tabling for the
next school year, using WinSchool. with which I was not at all familiar. and to assist the
principal in several performance appraisals involving probationary leachers of French. my
curriculum area. In this way. I feel thai [ am, at the same time. learning to appraise and

give feedback, and 10 assist the principal in a subject area in which he has limited
knowledge. Although I have had leacher interns in the past and therefore am used to
evaluating lessons and giving

f~back,

I was a liule uncomfonable giving suggestions 10

the teachers.. for fear that it would be taken as criticism of their leaching and nOI as a tool
which they COl..ld use for their professional gro'M.h When comparing my evaluation sheet
v.ith Ihe principal's, I also noticed Ihat mine was more ell:acting than his. whereas his was
very generous. indicaling satisfactory performance unless the opposite was demonstrated
in the lesson. Perhaps it was because these teachers were in replacement positions that
their evaluations were this way. but (am not sure that this approach encourages much
professional development since weaknesses "ill have to be recognized before
improvement can take place. I am also unsure as 10 whether this is a district-wide
approach. or if it penains to this schooL Funher discussions may clarify this.
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The principal and I have also had occasion to discuss the community's

expectations of the rural principal, arising from an incident which occurred on a Sunday
evening, when a member ofa community organization arrived at the principal's house [0
ask to borrow some equipment from the school. This type of incident, combined with the
requests for the principal and vice-principal to participate in town committees and evenlS,
is an indication of the demands on administrators' personal time and energy that perhaps
do

nOI

occur to such a large degree in a more urban area
I have also had discussions with certain staff members conceming school climate

and student issues. These discussions usually arise in dealing with cenain concerns with
particular students, and then become more general in nature. The staff here perceives
itself as a team, with a lot of give and take on everyone's part. This is the perception that
the principal works to create. knowing that this will be in everyone's best interests. The
principal seems to have intuitive insight or perhaps insight gained through personal
experience into staff needs and his personal philosophy seems to be one of "catching more
flies .....ith honey than vinegar." He perceives his position very much as a facilitator and
realizes that when unpopular decisions have to be made. the blow can be softened by
gi\ing something back on Ihe other hand Although bureaucratic decisions are
unavoidable. he is also a believer in consultation and often puts out feelers to assess the
potential impact of decisions on the slaff Even course assignments for next year are run
by the staff before anything is finalized. although, of course. not everyone can teach
exactly what they want to teach every year, given studenl population and teacher
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reductions. There is • general feeling here that things are going well and that there is
progress being made as each year goes by.
I am very pleased with the path that this internship has taken. and am encouraged
thai I do not feel ~OUI of my element" in the placement. Although we were all unsure of

our roles at the beginning. the day 10 day situations have staned 10 become familiar, and I
feel more comfonable in my role. The adminimative team and staff have been excellent.

and in the vice-principal's three.day absence, I have taken on some of his responsibilities
concerning student and staff issues. and thus have gOllen a real tasle afthe job. more so

than if I was never left on my own to experience the position. it did make me aware,
however, of how much there is to know about school culture and day-to--day procedure.
In the next twO weeks. I will attempt to be a little more openly questioning of
cmain practices in the school to find out why things are done the way that they arc. I
have been ~ little hesitant to do this in the first two wttk block, but am now fttling a little
more at home. I will also

u)'

to focus discussions with the administrators on their role in

school change. specifically the origins of identified areas of improvement. the process of
implementing change. and the procedure by which changes arc evaluated and modified,
Weeks J and 4
During these

IWO

weeks, the principal has asked me 10 complele several small

tasks, such as compilation of the Grade 10 results ofJaSI year's Grade 9 borderline
sludents. the book list for next year. a review ofJas! year's teacher handbook in
preparation for next year. estimaled exam corrections by leachers. and a preliminary exam

JJ

schedule. Much time has been spent on the computer software for scheduling for next
year. I have also attended several French classes in order to assist Ihe principal with

untenured teacher appraisals., and panicipated in discussions afterwards. The philosophy
of the principal about teacher appraisals was enlightening. Instead of entering Ihe
classroom looking for cenain elements, he enters the classroom assuming that the teacher

is satisfactory, unless he or she demonstrates otherwise during several classroom visits
This leaves the way open for acceptance of a variety of teaching approaches and
strategies. rather than for a judgement call on the way that things "should be done ..

During the past two weeks. I have had several occasions to talk to school staff
about various issues, such as evaluation, curriculum issues, standards, and discipline.
Several main Ihemes have emerged in the discussions with the principal and vice-principal
due process for students, team building through staffing. avoidance of bum OUI. teaching
styles, and school growth teams and school councils. The main philosophy of the
administrative team is based on keeping studems in school for as long as possible
Therefore, a creative approach is often needed to ensure that this happens, especially when
a confrontation with a student will exacerbate mailers. When a situation with a studem is
reaching a boiling point. the administration feels thai its job is to prepare the parents for
the possible outcomes and consequences. The administration also tries to promote and
recognize acts of kindness around the school in order 10 encuurage a positive school
climate.
The principal of this school strongly feels that nothing will improve without the
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willingness to take risks. and that new initiatives should be tried before they art
abandoned. In reviewing already-introduced initiatives. he feels that unless an ahemalivc
tan be demonstrated to be better. then the initiative should be kept albeit with possible

fine tuning. The principal has cautioned me about the effects of negative public perceplion
and lhe amount of energy which

n~s

to be expended to manage the small percent.ge of

individuals holding them. This often takes as much, or more, energy as managing the
majority of individuals who hold positive perceptions. There is no doubt as well that we

must always cast an eye 10 possible negative public opinion and how such opinion can be
countered with facts.
During these weeks. along with the routine discipline situations sent 10 the office,
there was a major incident involving several students who came to school after using
marijuana. These studen15 were questioned and sent home and their parents requested to
retum to school with them the next day. Although some: teachers wanted the police
called. the administration did not do this. The explanation was given that the police would
be called the next time but thaI the paren15 should be given the chance to handle the llrst
incident. Not all teachers agreed. but the decision prevailed.
During the week, a senior teacher due to retire next year mentioned to me that I
was the first 'administrator' in her entire career who had asked her how her day was,
which I had apparently done during my first week here. This made two points with me:
firstly. that administrators are often so busy that the little human touches are forgotten,
and secondly, that the little things that we sometimes unconsciously do every day have a

);

lasting effect on others and their impression orus, Since that day, I have consciously tried
to show more people this type of concern. I am not unaware, in the mean time, of
potential staff' attempts to manipulate an administrator with such comments, an issue
which has betn echoed in discussions with the principal.

Week! 5 and 6
Along with the rouline mailers of student discipline and staff concerns. or. in other
words, "the nuts and bolts" oflhe administrative position, the discussions that I am now

having with the administration are becoming more theoretical in nature, Many such
discussions have centered on the unofficial motto oflhe principal. "Together we make a
difference," which he places at the bottom of all memos and agendas. This phrase seems

to embody all that the principal tries to accomplish, including risk.taking, empowerment,
vision, and school change. He has often reminded me that the principal does not have to
do or know it all, but needs to ensure that things get done. and to know who would be the
best person to do them. Therefore, it is essential that a principal know the p.:rsonalities,
talents and interests of the staff.
This principal also has the long term vision to ensure that the school ultimately
accomplishes what the staff deems important. without "sweating the small stuff': for
example not getting caught up in a teacher's recurrent minor lateness if the teacher
habitually gives much free time with the students after school There is a definite
philosophy of give and take between the staff and principal. The principal feels that it is
often necessary to keep the staff happy in order to get the ten or fifteen extra hours a
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month from each teacher that he feels is necessary to make the school a productive place
for Ihe students. This vision also extends to the hiring of staff, since a decision may

potentially be made 10 permanently hire a teacher who is known for extra contributions,
but who may nOI be the most qualified in the classroom, since this person may ultimately

make more ofa contribution to the school than the more qualified individual
We have also discussed the idea of deliberate sabotage 10 initiatives by cenain staff
members, who will often vocally criticize such changes. or who will make silent prOlest by
nOI efficiently doing their pan in the change process. Although these teachers may be in
the minority. they do exist. and as such. the school leaders must be prepared in advance
""ith facts to counter any criticisms that these teachers may make. Similarly, in staff
meetings, limited time may be alloned for discussion ofposilive and negative points. with
the invitation to all staff members to meet with the principal privately to discuss further
This is done with the intention of hopefully limiting the negative effect of individuals who
want to create a bandwagon effect. Once again, the attitude is one of trying new things
unless convincing arguments can be made as to why such change should not be attempted
This principal thrives on change. and enjoys a bit of controversy in order to keep his
enthusiasm for the job and to add life to the institution.
The principal feels that the vice-principal's job is a "dirtier," more hands-on
position, which can become discouraging without a change of pace. Therefore the
principal encourages any pet projects that the vice-principal wishes to take on as part of
school improvement. since they may serve the double purpose of keeping the vice-
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principal fresh and enthusiastic. In the case of this school, the vice-principal has
introduced some important technology initiatives which have put this school ahead of
many others in the distriCt, and in this way, has become a curriculum leader.

Discussions have also touched on consultation versus the principal's individual

decision- making, which., interestingly, is altemately encouraged and criticized on the pa"
oflhe staff. Although it is pragmatically impossible to consull or even vate on every issue

if one wants to be productive, many stal'fmembers wish to be consulted on even the tiniesl
maner, ever since the principal has staned

10

use widespread consullation on many issues

Others may sometilHCs say that the principal cannot make up his own mind! In the name
of the consultative process, the principal must grin and bear these criticisms!
School councils and school growth teams have also been the topic of conversation,
with bOlh being seen as ....ery useful by the principal. The two very active groups, who
represent lhe larg.er thinking ofbolh parems and staff members, are often used as sounding
boards for new ideas, as "devil's advocales." and as support for the principal when
preseming new initiatives to the staff or school board. Although more time consuming
than if decisions are made unilaterally. these

IWO

groups are worth the investment of time

The school growth team in this school also plans professional developmem activities for
the staff.
Weeks 7 andS
Over the past two weeks I feel that I have been given more liberty and
responsibility by the administration team to deal wilh student and staff issues. I have, for
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example, addressed issues in two different staff meetings, during which time I have
observed and experienced the juggling act that an administl'1tor has to play in order to lead
discussion in a productive way and to avoid counttrproduetive differences of opinions
among staff members. Although discussion is useful, there ate occasions in which power
struggles reveal themselves while individual staff members try to have their own opinions
prevail. I have also deal! with many siudents who have been referred 10 the office for
various reasons. Sometimes I feel, as does Ihe vice- principal. that students are sometimes

sem to the office for very minor offenses, such as forgetting a textbook, but it must be
remembered that these sludems probably have a history of such incidents and therefore the
teacher feels that more severe consequences should be dealt out. The question remains.
however, if teachers have exhausted all possibilities to modify the studems' behavior
before the office referral. Understandably, there are times when a sludem has to be
removed from the classroom due to disrespect or because leaching or learning is being
impeded.
Again. the question arises as to the power of the administration to impose
consequences on studems Many teachers do not realize that it is not always possible to
apply the consequences thai the teacher would like to see imposed. Coun orders. due
process. desire 10 keep studems in school, even time factors, may be obstacles to teachers'
desired results. Cases are not at all as clear cut as teachers would like for them to be
The thing that I find the mOSI frustrating with the responsibility that I have been
given is the uncertainlY on my part as to the usual practices of the school. It is also the
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case that the principal often changes his mind after

di~ussions

have taken place,

procedures have been 'finalized,' or memos written. This has sometimes meant a
complete revision of some plans. such as the exam supervision schedule, for which I was
entirely responsible. I do understand, however, that as an intern, it is very likely that I will
bring a perspective 10 some tasks that does not parallel the thinking of this school, since it

may be the result of my experience in another school. It is also the case that cenain
aspects of some situations are not considered until another staff member points them oul.
This is the benefit ofbrainslorming. as one individual, or even a small group. cannot

possibly contemplate every aspect of every situation
I have also Slaned doing the announcements on the P.A. every morning, something
which I quite enjoy due to my experiences as an ancholllerson on the local volunteer
television station, It was quite a perk to hear some statT members and sludents say that I
did a good job, It was quite interesting to discover how slogans and other practices can
become part of the school culture. At the end of the announcements, the principal
habitually says "Have a pleasant and productive day," which has become a personal
trademark of his, Since it was so closely identified with him, I fell it better not to use this
phrase, simply saying "Make it a great day" at the end of the announcements. Many
students have mentioned Ihat they miss hearing the principal's phrase every morning. 11 is
this kind ofpraclice that helps to give the school an identity, making the students

f~el

pan

of something: which is conslant and stable.
This internship experience has been invaluable in exposing me to so many different
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aspects of administration that it would be difficult to articulate all of them It has shown
me, however. that administration is something which I would like to pursue as the next
step in my career, something which I now feel more confident about doing. It has been a
great confidence booster, and an enriching and mind·broadening experience. I am
disappointed that the intemship is ending so soon, but I am sure that upon returning to the
classroom in September. there will be many new or enhanced skllls, especially
interpersonal, that I will be able to bring with me to my staff and student relations ne~t
year. I have had the added benefit ofleaming a great deal about technology durinlj my
internship, as this is the vice-principal's area ofimerest. As indicated in the literature. not
every administrator is a leader, and not every leader is an administrator. and perhaps
lhrough these new skills I can become more ofa leader on my own slaff. To describe my
experiences during these ten weeks. I have submitted an anicle on my internship to the
district newsleuer (see Appendix I).
Weeks 9 and 10
As I conclude my len-week internship here al the school, I am taking stock of my

experience from a more global perspective. I am increasingly convinced that I have
chosen the best program option for my situation. and am encouraged by the interest
sho....11 toward the internship program from stafT and administration from this school and
others Having been exposed to so many varied experiences and situations, ha\;ng been
given responsibility for several administrative tasks. and having built relationships with
many slafT and students in the school. I am more cenain of the professional development
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route I have taken in pursuing educationalla.dership. I am also morc convinced lhan ever
that I possess the building blocks of the skills I would need u an administrator. The

lessons I ha....e learned could not, I feel, be rivaled d\fough additional graduate courses or
research, and I also feel that I have developed funner skills and understandings which will

help me as a classroom leacher and as a member of a siaff of educators.
Having come from a school where plaMcd change has not been a priority, I am
now very enthusiastic about initiatives and risk laking. I am a little fearful that. since I am
returning to the same school as before my intemship, that this enthusiasm may be
dampened by the lack of interest in change that is existent in this setting. I now feel.
however. that change is essent;alta keep the school vibrant, Ihat risk-taking is necessary
10 progress, and that it is not a serious setback if an~mpted changes do not succeed.
Many times, it is Ihis
improvem~nl.

f~ar

of railur~ and of experim~nting Ihal squashes att~mpls at

II is important not 10 let this fear oold us back.

Specifically, during
in the tasks that I hav~
adminiSlrative

presenc~

th~

lak~n

past two weeks. I hav~

~:~perienced

much

mor~

confidence

on. I feel that I have succeeded in making my 'female'

felt by the staff, and Ihat I have

ilel~

to make the administration

more aware of the needs of their French program, in tems of curriculum, classroom
practices and staffing. To this end. the principal asked me to prepare a list ofcurricuJumbas~d

and general questions to be used in the interviews for a new French

teach~r.

which I

was very fortunate to be able to observe this week.. Through discussions with the
administration. I have learned the importance of staffing. especially in a school which
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endeavors to be progressive The chosen candidate has to be able to adapt to and SUPPO"
change, and must be able to work both independently and as pan of a team.

I am especially glad

10

feel that I have made a contribution to the school tArough

assisting with such lime consuming tasks as scheduling, book order forms, exam

supervision, the principal's organization orihe materials for his own perfonnance
appraisal. teacher coverage for various reasons, memos, revisions of the school agenda
and handbook for next year, the school calendar for next year, and even policy
discussions. Many of these tasks I have volunteered to do. understanding that if! could
nOI do them, then they may have been passed on to a staff member who would already be
over-burdened with marking and repon cards at this time of year. This is an imponant
consideration for administrators. who may feel that taking on such tasks themselves may
ultimately result in happier teachers who see the administration as lessening the work of
staff members. and as such more gladly give of their own time and energy
I have also found that the type of stress. while perhaps not the amount, is very
different from the type experienced as a classroom teacher While I do understand that the
relative lack of stress that I have experienced as an intem is far different from the reality of
an administrative position. I was able to observe that the stress as an administrator
manifests itself very differently than it does in a teacher in the classroom. and, to some
degree may be more manageable. depending on the nature of the individual The
administration here has discussed ....ith me several times the imponance of breathing room
and time for reflection. the necessity of remaining on an even keel and not intemalizing the
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stress that it is possible 10 feel in such a position of authority and responsibility. In this
way, the administrator may be better able to serve the needs ortne school than if such
stresses were penniued to govern one's mood and enthusiasm. Time management is,
then, of the utmost imponance. in order 10 allow oneself the lime for such consideration.

Time management is, however, a difficult task, given the prevalence of"crisis
management" that comes with the job. No plans can ever be written in stone. since. at any
lime. interruptions of any scheduled meetings or tasks could arise. This is perhaps why
many administrators find it necessary to put aside any jobs requiring intense concentration
until the evening hours. There are many days when none of the things the administralOr
had planned to do can be accomplished, and as such mUSl intrude into the so-called free or
family lime of the administrator. Last week, for example, al Ihe most inopportune time, as
it is apt to do, Ihe school computer network crashed, and consumed the entire day ofbolh
administrators and several other staff members. This type ofinlerruption is typical of any
administralOr's day. Because of this, the administrator muSt develop the ability 10 switch
gears very quickly and to focus on Ihe task on hand, while at the same time not losing the
thread of other ongoing matters. fvluhi-directional thinking is a necessary capability ofa
leader
Throughout my internship. I have been fortunate to participate in a school which is
actively and enthusiastically pursuing school change. Through this experience. I am sure
thai my own leadership abilities have been influenced. If ever in a position to act as a
leader. whether officially or unofficially, I am sure that the array of qualities that I have
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observed in the leaders in this school will serve as a model for my own experience. In the
Iilerature. many interpersonal and professLonalleadership qualities have been emphasized.
I am encouraged 10 learn that these qualities do nOi merely cccupy theory but are
apparent, even prevalent. in aClualleadership situations.
Summary

This chapter has presented a chronological and reflective journal wriuen during the
ten·week internship period. It contains tools which I have found useful in assessing the
degree of success that I may have experienced in meeting my goals and objectives, and

also many lessons that I have learned about both school change and school leadership, as
well as about teaching and learning. In reading and rereading my journal. I notice once
again the grov,th and e\iolulion of my thinking as a teacher and as a potential school
administrator. and am again reminded of the value of the experience which I have
completed. In addition. I have noticed several recurrent secondary themes of which a
principal seeking to implement school change must be aware, These secondary themes, as
well as my self-evaluation of the internship experience, form the basis of chapter four.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Introduction
It is difficult, of course, to objectively assess an experience into which one has put

so much hean and soul. While it is relatively easy to pinpoint Ihe successes, one is
naturally emotionally distanced from areas of personal and professional weakness.
However. 10 grow professionally, this is perhaps more important Ihan identifying the
things which one does well. Should I have asked more questions? Were there

experiences that I perhaps should have tried to include in my internship, which would have
shown me even more of the role of the administrator as an instigator and facilitator of
school change? Should I have been less hesitant 10 offer my professional opinion,
especially al the beginning'> I believe that m3ny of these answers will no! reveal
themselves immediately. but may much later. when and ift am in a leadership role Only
at thaI time. perhaps. will potential gaps in my experience reveal themselves
While I have learned a great deal about the complexities of Ihe principalship in
general. and of the principi'l's role in school change. I do realize that what works in this
school at this present time may not necessarily work in another school, wilh another staff.
a! another time or place The administralive team at this middle school, with great
assistance from staff leaders and students. has successfully created a climate accepting,
even desiring, of change. The principal plays no small part in this circumstance.
An intuitive principal will also realize Ihat the prospect of change cannot be the
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sole focus of the principalship. A multitude of other factors must be considered and
nunured in order for gro1Nth or change to succes.sfully occur. These factors are

!\Ot

influential on school change in isolation. but may also playa function in other items on the
administrator's agenda.

Recurrent Themes
The internship has revealed to me many aspects of school change, including several
secondary contributing themes. As well as a knowledge or the school change process, an
administrator who includes this item on his agenda must be aware of many secondary but
important factors which may influence the attempts to introduce planned change inlo the
school. These factors, or themes. include Ihe role of Ihe vice.principal. school climate.
reciprocity between the administrative learn and Ihe staff. the situation orthe female
administrator. and

shar~d

decision-making and

~rnpow~rment"

Role or .he Viet-principal
Th~ rol~ oflh~ vic~·principal
chang~"

Withoul an

agreem~nl

wilh

d~veloped

vision for the

unh~silalingly

Ih~

administrativ~

may be highly und~mlled in

panner who is, on

principal's vision of school
dir~clion oflh~

on~

hand,

chang~ (nOllo

school), and who, on

Ih~

discussion of school

supponiv~

of and in

be confused wilh th~ slaff·
Ih~ olh~r

offer valuable and informed opposing viewpoints on

th~

hand, will

principal's

id~as,

Ihe principal .....ill undoubl~dly ~:<p~rience much difficulty launching Ih~ sl~am·gathering
'"rolling stone" .....hich is school change
Th~ ~;ce·principal,

as a memb~r

ofth~ administrativ~ t~am.

must

b~

encouraged to
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seek interests and opponunities outside of the mundane tasks that could. if untended.

define the job. Furthermore, the vice-principal must be willing to assume a significant
number of additional administrative tasks. so that the principal has sufficient time to reflet:t
upon and develop her school change strategy. This is to suggest that positive change will

not happen accidentally, but must be cultivated in order to fulliJ the principal's image of
the future school. This cultivation is time-cc;;.wrning, but is undoubtedly worth the

additional effort if a vibrant and enthusiastic school is the result
School Climate

Change is not always popular. especially among those slaf'fmembers who find
nOlhing wrong with the "way things are," and who perceive changing policies and
practices as "toO much work" It is also !rue that nothing is 10 be gained from open.
incessant. conflict on a proposed change of practice. Therefore. the principal must invesl
significant time in creating the condilions whereby the staff is accepting of risk-taking. An
administrator who attempts to push an unpopular agenda, as well as one who cannot
convince staff members to take a leap offailh toward a new idea, will be unable to
implement lasling change. An administrator who, on the other hand. demonstrates
enthusiasm for risk-taking. and who, through listening to the ideas of olhers designs a well
thought out plan for change. is more likely to be successful. The other themes under
discussion in this chapter. such as reciprocity and shared decision-making and
empowerment. may all playa role in the development ora conducive climate for school
change
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Reciprocity
Along this same vein is the idea of "catching more flies with honey than vinegar"
Realizing that staff members arc human beings with lives in which school is only one
element, but who, on the other hand. are genuinely interested in promoting the best
programs and policies possible for the students, leads Ihe administrator to realize that
there are limes when rules must be broken and teachers must be given some leeway
SmaJi infractions must often be ignored in favor oflhe big picture of staff members who
give tirelessly on weekends and after school in order to enrich the school experiences of
Ihe students, A staff leader may be permined to attend inservices which will. in tum.
profit the slaffas a whole. Teachers may be encouraged to anend their own children's
school events in order to keep the teachers comented and willing to contribute A
principal may agree to cover a class for a teacher so thai the teacher realizes that this
administrator is willing to give as well as take. These are examples of small services which
the administrator can perform which will, in !Urn. help to create a favorable school climate
not only for change. but for other school experiences as well. This may be an imponant
element in avoiding either oven or subtle forms of sabotage by unhappy staff members
The Female Adminislrator

Much research has been published on the perceived advantages of female
administrators in the school change agenda. Such natural female characteristics as
concern, willingness to listen. and empathy may help the female administrator present
herself as one of, not apart from. the rest of the staff The female principal has been
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shown to be more democratic and participatory than her male counte'l'art. 10 spend more
time on individual differences and morale building, to communicate better with staff
members and parents in an informal way, and to resolve conflict in a collaborative manner
(Eagly, Karau. & Johnson. 1992; Shakeshaft. 1987). By presenting herself in this manner,
school change may be more readily perceived as a staff-developed plan. not a lop.down

dictate. Both male and female administrators alike can take care to develop and
demonstrate these constructive characteristics when dealing with staff, students and
parents
This point may have been even more clearly demonstrated than if the school had a
female administrator, On numerous occasions. even as early as the second day of my
intemship. the principal himself and other staff members commented on the differences in.
and the lack of. a female administratOr in the schooL These differences were apparently
noticeable in dealings that I had with both students and staff.

Shared Decision-making and Empowermenl
Administrators must avail of opponunities to involve other stakeholders in
decision-making. These stakeholders indude students, staff members in general, the
school gro\.l{th team. the school council. and community panners. The purpose of this
may be twofold. Firstly. stakeholders may provide opposing or supponive evidence and
viewpoints of an emerging issue on the school change agenda. The suppon. above all.
may be used to funher propel the initiative to other levels of school district bureaucracy.
Secondly, these stakeholders will take ownership and interest in the school, increasing

so
community suppon and panicipalion in the school. This may uhimately even have the

effect. of enhancing Ihe educational experience for students, although the effect. of such
involvement on student achievement is still under debate (Local school councils. 1994;

Sebring, BrJk & Easton, ciled in Collins.. 1996).
Equally, those who wish to do so should be empowered to make decisions and
design courses oCaction oflneit own initiative. The principal should resist the tcndency to
micro-manage. even jfit is his or her nature to do so. Trust between the principal and
staff members should be established through collaboration. so that the principal feels

confident in delegating authority 10 others and staff members feel confident in accepting
the same if it is so bestowed.
Impliutions for Administn.ton' ProCessional Development
This discussion may rai~ more questions than answers when considering the
implication of these themes for principals. Evidently, the principal must be well·versed in
the factors that may contribute to or detract from the principal's attempts to realize
productive school change In addition. the contribution that olhers can make to the
principalship must be acknowledged. The principal's interpersonal characteristics being
instrumental. those which may be beneficial to school change must be developed and
demonstrated, and those which may be damaging must be suppressed. A personal vision
of where the principal is going and where (0 lead the school is imperative. Considering
that the success of school change hinges on the unpredictablc responscs. behaviors and
altitudes of others. it is ~'ery difficult to achieve the optimum balance of all of these
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elements to create just the right climate for school change The principal must understand
the dynamics which shape the interactions among stakeholders in the process of change
However, if the role of the principal is to encourage others through the process of
school change. then who encourages the principal? The principal musl remain current in
the literature on school change and enthusiastic for the process, and needs his own
supporters and professional development in order 10 do so. The vice-principal, the staff,
parents. students, and district personnel all have an important role to play, as does the

principal's family.
How does a progressive principal gel to be that way" Is il intrinsic. or can it be
developed? I must believe that both are true, with an innate positi...·e nature accepting of
change and risk* laking being of real benefit. I also believe that a principal, through
experience and either formal or informal mentoring, and with a personal drive to educate
herself in the process of school change, can further develop the na::essary skills.
Summary

This chapler has presenled my observations of recurrent themes on the topic of the
role of the principal in school change. These themes. arising from the intemship and the
chronological journal, have the potential to make a serious impact on the success of any
school change initiatives, and as such, should be forefront in any auempts of school
growth. This chapter represents a personal effort to assess my internship experience and to
express the major lessons which I take away from it
In doing this. I rely on the suggestions of Elliott, Russell and Hackman (1999),
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who advise that administrative mentors should formally ease the transition of the intern
into and out of the school, should provide quality and challenging experiences, and should
assume the role of a true mentor in revealing information of a personal and professional
nature, thus exposing the intern to all aspects ofadminisuative life. Equally. the intern is
advised to be a "sponge," to be professional. efficient and dependable. and to be proactive
and assertive. In giving me carte blanche to explore any interesting aspect of the schooL
in hiding absolutely nothing. and in discussing with me both positive and negative aspects
of administration in a professional manner, my field supervisors surpassed any
expectations that might have been held of them. Similarly, in treating my internship role as
professionally as possible. in seeking out opportunities. and in attempting to give back to
the school a little of what I received, I feel that I gained more from my internship than I
could have hoped. Elliott. Russell and Hackman propose that "an internship must provide
a longitudinal and complete perspective of the principal's [and by extension. the viceprincipal's] responsibilities" (p. 10), and that "activities must be authentic" (p. 12) and
realistic, increasing in complexity as the internship progresses. The connection must be
made between knowledge learned in the classroom. and practice in the field (Elliott,
Russell & Hackman) My journal confirms these types of experiences

As a potential administrator, I realize that this experience is invaluable in exposing
me to the various roles and responsibilities of an administrator. It has taught me imponant
lessons in leadership styles, interpersonal relations, organization. decision-making,
reflection and, of course, school change. Lonie (1988) suggests that an administrative
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mentor's attitude toward change is also refleacd in the: intern. As such, I may be expected
to pursue educational change more actively because of my experiences with these change.
oriented administrators. Furthermore. I have gai~ insight into personal strengths and

weaknesses which may potentially be a tKnefir or an inadequacy in any future role as an

administrator or leader. The principal and vice.principal having become valued mentors. I
feel that I may realize the benefir of this relationship at various times in the future. As a
current classroom teacher. I have gained further understanding of the challenges of an

administrator and insights into classroom management which will be a definite asset to me
in this role.
Verbalizing the .....orth of the internship experience is extremely difficult. As I can
see in potential from many different vie....-poinu such as mentioned above. I would merely

u.y that it has proven to be one of Ihe most rewarding and imponam educalional and
professional e.'l(periences of my career 10 date. and one 10 which more potential
administrators should have access. I feel that, through this experience. new administrators
would gain valuable insight and experience in their new role. which could possibly assist
them into a more effective transition into their new position.
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AppendiJ: 1

The foll()Win, is IIl1lUtide which 1submittedfor publiclltion ill the district newslmer
olilhe lopic ofmy IIdminist7l1tive internship in the intermediate school in the IIrea.
For reasons ofIInonymity lind confidentinlity, IIny idenrifiers such as school or
;nd;v;duD! nllmes,

lIS

well as nllmes ofpillces or school bOllrds, as well as the IIl1me of

the lIewslelter itself, hal'e beell omitted.
From January to June 2000, I am fortunate to be on paid educational leave from my
position as Senior High Core French I French Immersion teacher at (llame ofschool) in

(name ofcommunity) to pursue my Masters Degree in Educational Administration from
Memorial University of Newfoundland
Instead of choosing the traditional thesis route. 1 have chosen instead to complete six
additional credit hours, and to conclude my studies with a ten·week administrative
internship at (name ofschool) under the supervision of its principal and vice-principal
I chose the little-known and fairly new internship option for several reasons, including
the difficully of researching for a thesis from this remote location. Primarily, however. I
opted for the in·school placement because of its practicality in providing me with a wide
variety of real -life circumstances.

~fany

educators would agree that the school situation

often bears limited similarities to the description of it in textbooks! In addition. it
provides an excellent opportunity to apply the theory studied in university courses to
observation and practice
The internship experience could perhaps be best described as a job-shadowing
situation. In working with the principal and vice principal as they carry out their daily

activities, I have the opponunity to observe student discipline techniques, leadership
styles, administration-staff and administration-student inlerpersonal relationships, school
council and school growth team organization and undenakings, end-of-year activities such
as final exam and supervision scheduling, and planning for next year. such as time tabling
and course allolmems, as well as the 'routine' daily operations. I also have the chance 10
familiarize myself with Winschool and with other software that is being used in the school
for scheduling and student records. Funhennore. I am conducting my own research into
the topic for my major repon for the internship, the role of the administrator in school
change. As (llaml! ofschool) is a school encouraging imponant change initiatives, it is the
ideal setting for such observation and research
Being vel)' aware of the demands on time and energy of the administration at this time
of year, I am vel)' anxious to make a comribution to the school, as well as use the school
as the subject army own research. Accordingly, as time goes on, the focus of the
intemship will hopefully change from shadowing to playing a small pan in assisting the
administrative team with the wide variety of challenges it faces on a day to day basis. I
feel that this happens naturally and incrementally on a daily basis This change offocus
will also serve me well in gaining the most out of my placement

I would like 10 thank the •• School Board for their cooperation in permining me to
pursue this program option. and especially (IICtml!S of the prmcipal and vice-princtpaf),
and the staff at (lloml! of/hI! schoof) for the opponunity to 'invade their space' at Ihis vety
busy time of year. The welcome and guidance that they have offered to me is very much
appreciated. and has helped to make the internship experience invaluable.

